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WASHINGTON , DC

June 21 , 2021John Greenewald , Jr.

27305 W. Live Oak Rd .

Suite # 1203

Castaic , CA 91384

Reference : ODNI Cases DF-2021-00064

Mr. Greenewald :

This letter responds to your Freedom of Information Act (“ FOIA ” ) letter dated 29

December 2020 and received by the Information Management Office on 30 December 2020

(Enclosure 1 ) , in which you requested “ a copy of records (which includes videos/photos ),

electronic or otherwise , of the following: the final report forDNI / IG investigation 17-0002 - IN ,
'Unauthorized Disclosure. "

A search has been conducted and a record responsive to your request was located .

The record is being granted to you in part ( Enclosure 2 ) with the following exemptions :

( b) ( 1 ) , which applies to information that is currently and properly classified pursuant to

Executive Order 13526 , Section 1.4 (b) , (c ) , ( g ) .

• ( b ) (3 ) , which applies to information exempt from disclosure by statute . The relevant

statutes are :

o the National Security Act of 1947 , as amended , Section 102A( i) ( 1 ) , 50 U.S.C. §

3024( i)( 1 ) , which protects information pertaining to intelligence sources and

methods;

o Section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 , as amended , 50 U.S.C.

§ 3024(m) , which protects , among other things, the names and identifying

information of ODNI personnel ;

o 50 U.S.C. § 3033(g) ( 3 ) (A ) , which protects the identity of employees or

contractors who come to the ICIG with complaints of violations of laws, rules , or

regulations, or mismanagement, gross waste of funds, abuse of authority , or a

substantial and specific danger to the public health and safety.

( b )(6) , applies to information which , if released , would constitute a clearly unwarranted

invasion of the personal privacy of individuals .

(b) (7) (C ) , which provides protection for personal information in law enforcement

records, the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to constitute an

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy .

You may contact me , the FOIA Public Liaison , at dni-foia-liaison@dni.gov or ( 703)

275-3500 for any further assistance or to discuss any aspect of your request. You may also
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contact the Office of Government Information Services (“ OGIS ” ) of the National Archives and

Records Administration to inquire about the mediation services they provide . OGIS can be

reached by mail at 8601 Adelphi Road , Room 2510 , College Park , MD 20740-6001 ; telephone

(202) 741-5770 ; facsimile (202) 741-5769 ; Toll - free (877) 684-6448 ; or email at

ogis@nara.gov .

If you are not satisfied with my response to your request , you may administratively

appeal by submitting a written request to the Chief FOIA Officer, c/o Director, Information

Management Office , Office of the Director ofNational Intelligence , Washington, DC 20511 or

dni-foia@dni.gov. The request letter and envelope or subject line of the email should be

marked “ Freedom of Information Act Appeal. ” Your appeal must be postmarked or

electronically transmitted within 90 days of the date of this letter.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact our Requester Service Center at dni

foia@dni.gov or (301 ) 243-1499 .

Sincerely ,

Sally a Nicholson

Sally A. Nicholson

Chief, Information Review

Release Group

FOIA Public Liaison

Information Management Office

Enclosures
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Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
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SECRBT / NOROR,(b)(1)
נחמהמתחם

CENE

CONS

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION

WASHINGTON , DC 20511

(U) REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

( U ) Case Number: INV- 17-0002

(UHFOVO , Unauthorized Disclosures of Classified Information

( U ) I. Introduction and Summary

(UOVO , The Office of the Inspector General of the Intelligence Community ( IC IG )

Investigations Division investigated the alleged disclosure of classified talking points for the

Presidential candidate briefings ahead of the 2016 Presidential elections to NBC News and
TIME Magazine by an unknown individual .

(UMTOVOBased on our analysis of available information , interviews of individuals tasked with

preparation , briefing, and knowledge of the classified talking points, we did not identify any

individual who was responsible for the alleged unauthorized disclosures. Therefore, this matter

is unsubstantiated .

(U) II . Background

( U ) A. Key Players

Edward " Ted ” GISTARO (b ) ( 3 ),(b ) (6 ) Deputy Director of National Intelligence for

Intelligence Integration (DDNI/II). Team lead for the candidate intelligence briefing
team .

INSPECTOR GENERAL SENSITIVE INFORMATION

This document is intended only for authorized recipients. Recipients may not further disseminate this

information without the express permission of the signatory or other Office of Inspector General of the

Intelligence Community personnel. This document may contain Inspector General sensitive information
that is confidential, sensitive, work product or attorney - client privileged, or protected by Federal law ,

including protection from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA ), 5 USC § 552 .

Accordingly, the use , dissemination , distribution or reproduction of this information to or by unauthorized
or unintended recipients may be unlawful.

Classified By : ( b )(3 )(b ) (6 )

Derived From : ODNI CG v3.0 31 May 2016

Declassify On : 20431231

(b )( 1 )
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SECOND LINORODA ( b )( 1)

Gregory TREVERTON (b )(3 ),(b )(6 ) Former Chairman of the National Intelligence

Council (NIC ).

Katrina LEWIS(b ) (3 ),(b )(6 ) The Office of the Director ofNational Intelligence

(ODNI), Deputy National Intelligence Manager ( D /NIM ) for Cyber. Primary Cyber

related issues Briefer for the Presidential candidates.

DawnEILENBERGER (b )( 3 ),(b )(6 )þDNIAssistant Director of National

Intelligence (ADNI) for Policy and Strategy (P & S ).

(b )( 3 ) 50 USC 3033(g )( 3 )(A ), (b )(6 ), ( b ) ( 7 ) ( C )

Bradley BROOKER(b )(3), (b )(6 ) ODNI Principal Deputy General Counsel

(ODNI/PDGC ).

Michael BIRMINGHAM (b )( 3 ),(b )(6 )DDNI Public Affairs Office (PAO ) Chief of
Staff.

Brian HALE (b ) (3 ),(b )(6 )Director ofPAO .

(b )(3 )50 USC 3033(g)( 3)(A ), (b )(6 ), (b )(7 )(C )

Tom KELLERMANN , CEO of a privately owned think tank company based out of

Washington DC, " Strategic Cyber Ventures LLC”

Josh MEYER , NBC News Investigative Journalist.

( U ) B. Allegation

(UHTOUOT In late Summer 2016 , the ODNI/PAO contacted Office of General Counsel (OGC)

BROOKER to discuss two news stories that were to be released by the TIME magazine and

2
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SACRAT / NOFORN (b)(1)

All redactions on this page fall under exemptions

(b ) (3 ) 50 USC 3033 ( g )( 3 )( A ), ( b )(6 ) , ( b ) (7 ) (C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

NBC News . Both news articles were released on 29 September 2016 and alleged Russian

hackers were targeting the U.S. election system . NBC news article titled , “ Hackers Target

Election Systems in 20 States " highlighted:

" Classified material, preparedfor briefings ofDonald Trump andHillary Clinton and

examined by NBC News, reveals that officials have drawn " direct links " between

Vladimir Putin's government and the recent series of hacks and leaks. The secret

material confirms what lawmakers on the Senate and House Intelligence Committees said

they had concluded last week, based on briefings they received ." (EXHIBIT 1 )

(UFOUOT TIME magazine news story was titled, “ How Russia Wants to Undermine the U.S.

Election " highlighted :

“And while U.S. officials have " high confidence " that Russia is behind what they

describe as a major influence operation, senior U.S. officials tell TIME, their evidence

would not yet stand up in court. (EXHIBIT 2)

GUALBROOKER and EILENBERGER identified a document(b)(1),(b)(3)
(b )( 1 ), (b ) ( 3 )

(EXHIBIT 3) as a potential source document for the alleged disclosure. These

talking points were delivered orally to both Presidential candidates, Donald TRUMP and Hillary

CLINTON during their campaigns, and no hard copiesof the briefings were provided to the

candidates. The talking points state that the IC (b )(1), (b )(3) 50 USC 3033(g)(3)(A )

(SIAF) On 5 October 2016, BROOKER filed a Tier Three Crimes Report with the DOJ National

Security Division with details regarding the aforementioned unauthorized disclosure of classified

information. (EXHIBIT 4)

(SHAF) On 17 October 2016, DoJ provided a declination citing law enforcement issues after

reviewing the supplemental information submitted by BROOKER. (EXHIBIT 5 ) Subsequently,

the IC IG opened an investigation into the unauthorized disclosures.

( U ) C. Briefings

SIAF) On 17 August 2016, candidate Trump, accompanied by New Jersey Governor Christie

andGen.Flynn, received atwohour briefing at the ( b)(1)

3
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( b ) ( 1 )
SECRET//NOTONN

( b ) ( 1)
GISTARO led the briefing team that covered counterterrorism , with an

A Special Agent from the FBI (NFI)
at the direction of President Obama.provided a

(SYNT) On 22 August 2016, Governor Mike Pence, Vice President Candidate's advisors, Nick

Ayers and Josh Pitcock received the intelligence briefing on his behalf.

(SAT ) On 25 August 2016, Senator Tim Kaine, Vice President Candidate's advisor, Matt Paul

received the intelligence briefing his behalf.

TSINFTOn 2 September 2016, candidate Trump accompanied by Governor Christie and Gen.

Flynn , received a briefing lasting an hour and a half on topics not covered during the 17 August

2016 briefing:(b)(1)

SUNS) On 8 September 2016 , SenatorKaine received a briefing lasting two hours at the(b )(1)

He was not accompanied by any advisor. GISTARO led

the briefing team and all 8 topics were covered , as well as the (b )(1 )

Briefers also covered some regionally- focused questions from the Senator.

(SIAT On 9 September 2016 , Governor Pence , accompanied by Nick Ayers and Josh Pitcock

received a briefing at the (b )(1 ) lasting about two

hours. GISTARO led thebriefing team that covered all eighttopics, and the FBI provided the
( b ) ( 1 )

(SAT) On 29 September 2016, Governor Pence, accompanied by his advisor, Josh Pitcock

received a secondbriefing at the(b )(1) asting two hours.

GISTARO led the briefing team that covered (b )(1)

( U ) A. Authority

(UHFOVOJIC IG conducted this investigation pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 3033 , Inspector General

of the Intelligence Community, 7 October 2010 ; ODNI Instruction 10.34, Office of the Inspector

General of the Intelligence Community, dated 22 September 2013 ; and, Quality Standards for

Investigations, dated 15 November 2011 , set forth by the Council ofthe Inspectors General on

Integrity and Efficiency.

( U ) B. Applicable Law , Regulation, and Policy

18 U.S.C. $ 798 Disclosure of Classified Information

• Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) 701 , Security Policy Directive for Unauthorized

Disclosures of Classified Information

4
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(b )( 1 )
SECREIZ NOFORN ,

All redactions on this pagefall under exemptions

(b ) (3 ) 50 USC 3033 (g ) (3 ) (A ) , ( b ) (6 ) , ( b ) ( 7 ) (C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

.
ODNI Instruction 110.02 Responsibilities and Procedures for Reporting and Investigating

Actual or Suspected Unauthorized Disclosures, including Media Leaks, of Classified
Information

ODNI Instructions 85.01 , Interaction with the Media

ODNI Instructions 85.02, ODNI Public Speaking in Official Capacity

ODNI Instruction 80.05 Implementation of Privacy Guidelines for Sharing Protected
Information

Agency Regulation 11-5 ( AR 11-5) Protection ofClassified Intelligence Information

from Unauthorized Disclosure

( U ) III . Investigative Activity

( U ) A. Electronic Communications Review

(UMFOUOTIC IG reviewed email and messaging communications of TREVERTON , LEWIS,
and from 15 August 2016 through 30 November 2016. TIME magazine and NBC

News articles published on 29 September 2016 that allegedly sourced classified information and

the Tier Three Crimes Report filed by BROOKER to the Department of Justice (DoJ), National

Security Division (NSD ) on 05 October 2016 .

( U ) B. Open Source Review

(UHFOVOJ During our investigation, we found a NBC News article titled, “ What Really

Happened at Donald Trump's Intelligence Briefing " published on 8 September 2016 that

mentioned a particular observation ' discussed by LEWIS during the post briefing session (hot

wash ). The article in part mentioned :

"Two sources said Christie, the New Jersey governor and Trump advisor, verbally
restrained Flynn -one saying Christie told Flynn to shut up , the other reporting he said,

" Calm down . " Two other sources said Christie touched Flynn's arm in an effort get him

to calm down and let the officials continue. " ( EXHIBIT 6)

((UHFOVO ) confirmed to the IC IG in his interview that he met with

his Predecessor for dinner on, 7 September 2016, one day before this story was published by
NBC on 8 September 2016. IC IG also discovered through open source news article reviews that

is frequently cited as a source by NBC Investigative Journalist MEYER. MEYER is
mentioned in this article as having contributed to the news story.

1 After the 17 August 2016 candidate Trump's intelligence briefing, LEWIS verbalized the aforementioned interaction between candidate
Trump's technical advisors, CHRISTIE and FLYNN during the hot wash session . Other briefing team members told IC IG that they did not
witness the incident LEWIS was talking about and did not agree with her. LEWIS confirmed in her interview that she discussed this particular
matter with

5
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SECRET / NOFORT (b)(1)

All redactions on this page fall under exemptions

(b )(3 ) 50 USC 3033(g ) (3 ) (A ) , ( b ) (6 ) , ( b ) (7 ) (C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

( U ) C. Interviews

BIRMINGHAM , HALE .IC IG interviewed BROOKER ,

LEWIS, and

( UHTOJOTBROOKER Interview . On 19 December 2016, IC IG interviewed BROOKER , to

discuss a Tier Three Crimes Report he filed with the DOJ . In late summer 2016,

BIRMINGHAM reached out to BROOKER regarding two news stories that were to be released

by TIME magazine and NBC News. The stories, both released on 29 September 2016, alleged

Russian hackers were targeting the U.S. election system . BROOKER voiced concern that the

NBC News article included a statement to the effect, " classified documents were reviewed by

NBC.” BROOKER contacted EILENBERGER to discuss the potential disclosure. BROOKER

and EILENBERGER identified a potential source document for the alleged disclosure entitled

“ Talking Points:Recent Cyber Event. ” BROOKER stated the talking points on this document

would have been provided orally to both Presidential candidates Donald TRUMP and Hilary

CLINTON during their respective Presidential campaigns.

(UHFOVO ) BROOKER believes ODNI P&S may have had broader access to the briefing

documents that were presented to the Presidential candidates. BROOKER alleged it was

discovered that the folder containing the briefing documents was not " locked down " to a few

number of intended individuals .

(UFTOHO Interview . On 30 January 2017, IC IG interviewed

described the briefings that occurred for the Presidential and

Vice Presidential candidates aswell as one or two of the candidates' cleared advisors.

said the briefings were led by GISTARO and were orally presented at the

S/ NF (b)(1) In addition, no briefing materialwas left behind and the candidates were not shown

a physical copy of the talking points . noted each functional area associated

with the talking points had a briefer and a backup briefer assigned to provide their area of

responsibility and expertise clarified that the candidate briefings are not the

same as the President's Daily Brief (PDB ) which occurs more frequently and at a greater

classification level .

(UFᎾᏌᎾ ) stated TRUMP and his Vice Presidential candidate Mike PENCE

each received their briefing in two separate sittings. In contrast, CLINTON and her Vice

Presidential candidate TimKAINE each receivedtheir briefs separately and in one sitting.

summarized that TRUMP received two briefs, PENCE received two briefs, and

CLINTON and KAINE each received one brief. again reiterated all candidates

received the same brief, however TRUMP and PENCE's briefs ran long and were broken into

two sessions.

(UMFOVOJ In approximately June 2016 , recalled that the Presidential

candidates briefwas being discussed as a topic in the news. Likewise, following both

6
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SECRETHNOFORN (b)(1)

All redactions on this page fall under exemptions

(b ) (3 ) 50 USC 3033(g ) (3 )(A ) , ( b ) (6 ) , ( b )(7 ) ( C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

conventions, BIRMINGHAM was getting “pinged " if the briefings were occurring.

specified that ODNIonly confirmed , if asked, if a briefing had occurred,

nothing further was disclosed. recalled before TRUMP's first briefing there

were disclosures in the media about the location and time of the brief.

speculated that the FBImight have been behind these disclosures as the brief was taking place at
FBI locations. believed at this time the disclosures were becoming more

frequent.

(UJOVE ) recalled on 29 September 2016, the TIME Magazine and NBC

News articles were released . Furthermore, the NBC News article stated the authors had

examined classified documents related to the Presidential candidate brief.

stated this " crossed the line " and further recalled there to be language in the TIME Magazine

article which she believed was directly attributable to the talking points associated with the
Presidential candidate brief. and EILENBERGER , examined the

article and the talking points associated with the Presidential candidates brief. Following their

review, OGC and BROOKERwere contacted to report the alleged disclosure in the news
articles.

(Uhrovos During a conversation with stated that believed

there were one or two briefers who had a clear preference for one of the candidates.

elaborated that mentioned that LEWIS from the " cyber team " had a

preference for CLINTON and LEWIS might be responsible for the disclosure.

(UHTOVO ) noted the talking points associated with the oral Presidential

candidate brief and any associated materials were stored in one location on the P & S network .

Although final copies of the talking points were not widely disseminated ,

alleged that anyone supporting P & S could access the network folder that contained the talking

points and associated materials as the folder was not locked down. noted, from

a P & S perspective, the talking points were only used for the purpose of the presidentialtransition

and were not used for any other purposes.

(UHFOTO ) Interview . On 3 February 2017, IC IG interviewed

recalled as both theRepublican and Democratic conventions came to a close, P&S began

preparing and planning for candidate intelligence briefings. During a senior level planning

meeting recalled some parties present were asking for more requirements including

Non -Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) for TRUMP than were sought for CLINTON. felt

different standards for each candidate were being applied which made his " antennae go up.
was concerned that some senior IC individuals appeared to have an " axe to grind ”

politically, potentially limiting intelligence access to TRUMP.

(UHFOUET On 1 August 2016 , EILENBERGER contacted both Presidential candidate points of

contact to offer the candidate's intelligence briefings. Ed MEIER represented CLINTON and

Senator KAINE while Governor Chris CHRISTIE and Governor Mike PENCE represented

7
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( b ) ( 1)
SECRET / NOPORN

All redactions on this page fallunder exemptions

(b ) (3 ) 50 USC 3033 (g ) (3 ) (A ) , ( b ) (6 ) , ( b ) ( 7 ) (C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

TRUMP. EILENBERGER provided the contacts with the scope of the briefings, including that

each candidate was allowed to bring up to two advisors to the meeting. GISTARO chose who

the IC briefers were to be for each of the topics. GISTARO assigned each briefer to prepare a

one page brief on their respective area of expertise . All notes, talking points, and graphics

prepared by each briefer were provided to who would courier everything to the

briefings . received all material via email from each briefer and recalls he initially stored

all of the documents provided by the briefers on his personal shared drive on his government

computer. then transitioned to placing the documents on the P&S shared drive for

continuity. did not believe the P & S folder was " locked down " and P & S staffmore than

likely had access to the folder location where the documents were maintained. specified

that he printed each briefer's talking points and background material on the government printer

located in his personal ODNI office.

((UHOVO ) noted the first briefing was for TRUMP and occurred on 17 August 2016 in

New York at the FBI New York Field Office. On approximately 15 August 2016,

recalled the first press report coming out saying TRUMP, CHRISTIE and FLYNN were going to

be getting an intelligence briefing in FBI's New York field office . believed the

intelligence briefing was widespread and known in the FBI. believed that the most

likely source of the briefing locations to the news media was from the FBI.

((UHFOVO ) specified that TRUMP and PENCE each received two briefings and

CLINTON and KAINE received one briefing each . explained all candidates received

the same briefing material, however during TRUMP and PENCE's first briefs the team ran out of

time and had to finish the brief at a later date. noted that CLINTON was notified that

TRUMP and PENCE would be receiving a second brief,however no new information was to be

provided during the second brief.

(UHFOTO) was present during the briefings and kept personal notes where he tried to

summarize the typeofquestions the candidates were asking in an effort to determine how the

candidate's best received the information; he eventually kept this information to himself as a

" CYA . " explained that following TRUMP's brief, a " hot wash" occurred amongst the

IC briefers to discussthe briefing. A few briefers expressed their “ befuddlement with TRUMP. "

Specifically alleged LEWIS stated, " did anyone notice CHRISTIE gave the hand' to

FLYNN ? " interpreted this to mean CHRISTIE was trying to quiet FLYNN

alleged that all briefers heard this comment, however, no one, including| observed the

alleged incident between CHRISTIE and FLYNN . recalled this being the only after

action /hot wash that occurred throughout the candidate briefing process .

(UHTOUOT- Following TRUMP's first intelligence briefing on 17 August 2016 and prior to the

NBC News and TIME articles that were published on 29 September 2016, recalled

reading an article by Ken DILANIAN ofNBC News . The article stated that " according to

intelligence sources TRUMP was briefed on the Russian DNC hack at his first brief. ” Another

8
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( b ) ( 1)SECRET / NOCORN

All redactions on this page fallunder exemptions

(b )(3 ) 50 USC 3033(g ) (3 ) (A ) , (b ) (6 ) , (b ) (7 )(C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

article around the same time alleged that “ during the brief CHRISTIE had to restrain or 'shush '
FLYNN. ”

(U TOHOTBIRMINGHAM Interview . On 9 February 2017, IC IG spoke to BIRMINGHAM .

BIRMINGHAM explained that ODNI officers are required to contact PAO if they are discussing

or providing intelligence related information to the media or speaking in an official capacity.

BIRMINGHAM noted the governing documents ODNI Instructions 85.01 , Interaction with the

Media and 85.02, ODNI Public Speaking in Official Capacity which explain the roles and

responsibilities for ODNI officers. BIRMINGHAM explained that generally ODNI officers will

refer any media inquiries directly to PAO to ensure proper steps are taken prior to officers

officially meeting with media contacts . BIRMINGHAM added that all outside activities must be

reported via Form 879 and is governed by agency regulations.

(UFOVO HALE Interview . On 9 February 2017 HALE, Director of PAO , stated that limited

blanket approval for media contact exists for certain seniors in ODNI such as the DNI and

PDDNI as well as certain heads of centers whose regular duties entail media interaction . HALE

provided a list from the PAO dashboard of all reported outside contact with the media and

external speaking engagements in an official capacity for 2016 .

(UHFOVO On 17 February 2017 BIRMINGHAM provided two emails to the IC IG – the first

email, with subject line " Dashboard Media Contacts ” , contained the PAO dashboard of self

reported media contacts made by ODNI officers in 2016 ; the second email , subject line,

“ Speaking in an official capacity ” contained a list of external speaking engagements by ODNI
officers for 2016.

(UHFOVO ) Interview . On 21 September 2017 and 6 October 2017, IC IG

interviewed According to He is responsible for producing strategic

cyber - threat related intelligence products including the National Intelligence Estimate (NIE ),

providing support to National Security Council (NSC ) meetings, and integrating the IC on cyber

issues .

(UHFOVO ) is a Subject Matter Expert (SME) for cyber issues for the DNI, and

worked with LEWIS to identify a cyber -topic suitable for briefing both Presidential candidates.

Key points considered in the selection process were to ensure both candidates and their advisors

received the same intelligence briefing regardless of their understanding or perception of cyber

issues. After the topic selection , wrote an outline for the chosen cyber topic and with

the assistance from his team , prepared the analysis . This team was made up of two Deputies, one
Secret Service Assignee, and one contractor employee .

(UHFOUS ) further elaborated on the preparation process for the talking points and

explained that throughoutthe preparation phase, the talking points were primarily stored on their

internal shared drive and everyone on his team had access to it . Once completed, he classified

the final product at the SECRET //NOFORN level and sent it to LEWIS .

9
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SECRETY NOHONN (b )( 1)

All redactions on this page fall under exemptions

(b ) (3 ) 50 USC 3033(g ) (3 ) (A ) , ( b ) (6 ) , ( b ) ( 7 )(C ) ,

unless otherwise notated .

(UHFOTO ) did not recall any objections to the draft talking points or the analytic

product, including the selected classification level . He also did not think that it would have been

unusual for anyone to print the talking points to read .

(UHFOVO ) After the candidate briefings, starting with the 17 August 2016 brief, LEWIS shared

details with including specific cyber-related questions that were brought up by the

Presidential candidates,candidates' reactions, and the general atmosphere of the room . LEWIS

also shared her observation about the interaction between Trump team advisors, CHRISTIE and

FLYNN .

(UHTOVO ) said that aside from

who he only knows by name, he does not know any reporters and does not

coordinate any ofhis products with any reporters or the media . He does nothave any friends

that are reporters. He stressed the fact that he does not discuss any classified information with

anyone from the private sector. He said that anytime there is a disclosure of classified

information in the media, it creates a lot ofwork for him . Before coming to work every

morning, he scans through three different publications to see if there is any classified information

published, as he knows he would likely get asked by senior leadership about it .

(UHTOHOTOn 6 October 2017, IC IG interviewed for the second time.

provided details regarding his discussion with LEWIS , and her perspective after the first

presidential candidate briefing with TRUMP. impression of the first briefwas that

the discussion went off-topic and the presentation did not comethrough to resonate with the

audience and for that reason he was disappointed. When was asked about the hot

wash after the brief and what LEWIS had told him . said that there was some

" bickering " going on but he could not remember. believes the observation made by

LEWIS regarding the hand - gesture between CHRISTIE and FLYNN was irrelevant to the cyber

discussion and he does not remember all the details ; he added that he was more concerned with

the feedback on the cyber portion of the briefing over everything else. said he did not

discuss details of the observations made by LEWIS during the 17 August 2016 briefing of

candidate Trump and his team with anyone outside of the IC, including the observation of the

hand - gesture.

(UHTOVO said he has known since 2010 when worked at the

National Security Agency (NSA ) and was theODNI/NIO for Cyber.

confirmed meeting with for dinner on 7 September 2016, soon after left

the NIO for Cyber position. According to they primarily discussed who he should

network with around the IC ; the meeting took place in Alexandria, VA. mentioned

that works for the (b ) (6 ), (b ) (3 ) 50 USC 3033( g )( 3 )( A )

stated that

discussed the cyber industry and job opportunities - how former NIOs ' can stay relevant and

find value after they leave the IC . They also discussed job searching, travel, and
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or
consulting and writing job. recalled in detail as to what they both ordered for dinner

and where they sat and stated that no classified information was discussed with

anyone outside of the IC and that he does not like to discuss work , outside of work .

asked ifheenjoyed his job and if there was anything he can help with during the
handoff. further explained that even if the information was unclassified , he does not

discuss internal politics with anyone because it is not his business " and " he cannot validate or

verify what people say " and he wants to protect his reputation.

(UHFOVOT In regards to KELLERMANN , CEO ofStrategic Cyber Ventures LLC .

said he was introduced to KELLERMANN by and met with KELLERMANN to get a

sense ofwhat his thoughts were in regards to the emerging technologies and companies. They

primarily discussed upcoming cyber security industries, their business models, and new

disruptive technologies but nothing that he worked on at work or the presidential transition .

(UFFOVOFIn regards to an email? response he sent to KELLERMANN in which he states that

he is working on the presidential transition cyber issues and would love to hear his insight on the

topic . replied that " this is what NIOs do " and are expected to talk to more folks

outside of IC associates and that it is known that the ODNI works on the presidential transition,

however, he and KELLERMANN never discussed this at their meeting.

(Uhrovo ) said that he views as a professional contact. Their meeting on

7 September 2016 was a personal discussion on a professional level. stated that

can be bluntto people and not a lot of people in the IC have a personal relationship

with him . reiterated that he did not discuss the transition at all and specifically , the

hand gesture remark with because he found it irrelevant.

(UHFOTOFLEWIS Interview . On 28 September 2017, IC IG interviewed LEWIS. Her duties

include integrating the IC on the cyber intelligence threat mission and focusing IC resources on

answering and supporting policymakers key intelligence questions. LEWIS was selected by

GISTARO , after consultation with the PDDNI, to be the briefer for the cyber threat portion for

the Presidential transition team . Her presentation materials were drafted by
and

coordinated with the IC only, not the private sector dve to their classification . The final draft

talkingpointswereclassified at the SECRETINEND)(179level.

(UHOVOT LEWIS stated that the 17 August 2016, Presidential candidate briefing (with

TRUMP and his advisors) did not go according to plan , due to the number of questions related to

other topics during the brief. She explained that both General FLYNN and Governor CHRISTIE

were taking notes during the briefing and walked away with their notes at the end of it . During

the " hot wash " after the briefing, LEWIS stated that she shared an observation with the briefing

team about FLYNN and CHRISTIE “not liking each other.” FLYNN would interject himself

2 Sent on 15 June 2016 at 6:19 pm by S'Hi Tom Yam glad ODNI Cyber Threat Intelligence Intergration Center) helped to

introduce us . I am currently working on several items- including our program of analysis for FY17, presidential transition on cyber issues, and a
varity of neat long term cyber projects. Hope to hear your insights on those.
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during the briefing by asking a lot of questions and CHRISTIE " raised his hand " in a dismissive

gesture in an effort to quiet FLYNN . Upon returning to work, LEWIS provided feedback to

on the briefing by discussing questions asked, the atmosphere and environment of the

room , and her observation of CHRISTIE's dismissive gesture towards FLYNN , in case he had to

step in as her backup briefer.

(UITOVO Interview . On 20 March 2018 , IC IG interviewed

joined the ODNIfrom the CIA after eleven years of service. position as

NIO for Cyber was a three year fixed term appointment which was extended for an additional

two years .

(UHFOVO ) told IC IG he does stay in touch socially with several of his ODNI

colleagues since leaving government service. He does not have a clearance anymore and is very

cognizant about discussing any classified work with them . In particular occasionally

encounters his successor, with his most recent encounter occurring approximately

two weeks prior to this interview at a conference in Cambridge Massachusetts .

(UHFAVO confirmed he had dinner with on 7 September 20183 in

Alexandria, Virginia , a day before the NBC News Article titled, “WhatReally Happened in

Trump's Brief ” was published. IC IG asked if shared with him any

atmospherics or other details from the briefings. In particular, the interaction between Candidate

Trump's advisors, Christie told Flynn . laughed and said did not share that

with him. further elaborated that he is a fan of funny political stories and would have

certainly rememberedsomething like that.

( U ) IV . Conclusions

(UHFOVOJIC IG was unable to determine the source of the alleged unauthorized disclosure .

We did not obtain any admission and /or evidence implicating anyone. In fact the Talking Points

were located on a shared drive accessible to a very large number of individuals in the ODNI and

P&S . Subsequently , this investigation is unsubstantiated by the IC IG .

( U ) V. Recommendations

(UHOVO ) For the reasons articulated above, it is recommended that this investigation be

closed .

3 This isa day before the NBC news article that talks aboutwhat happened in Trump's Intel briefing is published. MEYER contributed to the
story and IC IG established investigation that| frequently is MEYER's source .
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EXHIBIT 1

Hackers Target Election Systems in 20

States

MOINSANIN

SHARE

Sources Intel Has Draw 152

There have been hacking attempts on mortion systems in more than 20 states
far more than had been previously acknowledged - senior Department of

Homeland Aunty offical told NBC News Thursday

The attempt touston " targeted in systems are station tabases
and not the ta voting or tahulat in machines that will be used action
Day and othed to the Internet

DHS tescndedmuen of nagy people poking at the systems
to see they are raha

"Wonoscute y concerned the Hoffciarsad The concem s the ability
Oraserosion and chao

Onlyher brandhave not with of online unter
ogstration canassetsand Arna over the summer

Related : NSA het Potentiussian Hacking Soon

While those to hacke ware linked to hacknue in Ruce the DHS off !
sav who was acponsible for the other failed to its song that yere
doing to forensics

Meanwhile nel genofficals tal NSC News mere snown oubt the
Russar M tryingto the action

Altheast this forintended tow 100 about the security of non
motion andmay wolontended to nunce the outcomes the section
Neserrational the yearof theRSS Sam na
Fansten aider Adam Dand said na tatement
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Related : Russians Hacked Two U.5 . voter Databases oficiais Say

For weoke Amencan officials have been saying that Russian intelligence
agencies worn behind hacks nto the ONC state election databases and other
pohtical entides but they werent definitive about the motive since nations
routinely hack to metr adversares political organizations to gather information
for spying purposes

Cold War 2.0 ? 8 00

in recent days US officials to NBC News Amancan spy ajene osnave
Betermined that the Russian government was behind the maks of Democratic
National Committee omads to Wikileaks and others -- and that the goal was to
undermine confidence inme Amevcan presidential election

Another possible am sending a geopolitical aming

NBC News has learned that this summer Ad Michael Bagers director of the
National Secunty Agency told Congresso ligence ommittees ma
Washington believes "potential adversaries might be leaving your fingerpents
on our tritical ntrastructute pantly to convey a message that our homeland is an
riskit tensions ever ese state toward mratitary conflict "

Related Could Russian Hackers Spoil Election Day ?

FB Director James Comey lola a congressional nearing this week that he is
taking the threat to election systems extraordinariy sanos "

We are urging the states just to make sure that the teaches are thrown and
their lock me on and to get the best informano they can t DHS JUST
make sure the systems are secure ' he to the House dinary Committee

TORS

DHS has been pusmern states in undergo tra ryber hygiene scans and other
aecossments before the No. 8 vnte Yelas Homeland Security Secretary jeh
Johnson told agensionat committee this week ust 18 have signed up for
the tree haip The results of those scans are not available vet

DIRTPUBLISHED

NIX STORY
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How Russia Wants to Undermine the U.S. Election | TIME http://ume.com/4512771/How-russia-wants-undermaneus election

EXHIBIT 2 2

This appears in the October 10 , 2016 issue of TIME
2016 ELECTION

How Russia Wants to Undermine the

U.S. Election

@calabres Sept. 29. 2016

What's behind Russia's effort to influence
the U.S. election

The leaders of the U.S. government,
including the President and his top
national security advisers , face an
unprecedented dilemma . Since the spring,
U S. intelligence and law enforcement
agencies have seen motinting evidence of
an active Russian influence operation
targeting the 2016 presidential election . It
is very unlikely the Russians could sway the
actual vote count , because our election
infrastructure is decentralized and voting
machines are not access ble from the
Internet. But they can sow disruption and
instability up to , and on Election Day .
more than a dozen senior U.S. officials tell
ITME., undermining faith in the result and
in democracy itself Landon Nordan for NF

A campaign event at Prkerton Academy
The question , debated at multiple meetings in Derry. Nt for Democratc candidate

Parnie Sanders
at the White House , as how aggressively tu
respond to the Russian operation . Pubhely
naming and shaming the Russians and describing what the intelligence community
knews about their activities would help Americans understand and respond prudently to
any disruptions that might take place between now and the close of the polls . Senior
Justice Department officials have argued in favor of calling out the Russians, and that
pxnition has been echoed forcefully outside of government by lawmakers and former top
national security ofcials from both political parties

9/30/2016 3 25 PM
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How Russia Wants to Undermine the U.S. Election | TIME http://time.com/4513771/How-russia wants-undermine us election

Unfortunately, it's not that simple. The President and several of his clusest national
security advisers are concerned about the danger of a confrontation in the new and
ungewerned world of cyberspace, and they argue that while the U.S. has powerful
offensive and defensive capabilities there , an escalating confrontation carries significant
risks. National Security Council officials warn that vyur critical infrastructure including
the electricity grid , transportation sector and energy networks - is vulnerab c to first
strikes ; others say attacius on private companies, stock exchanges and the media could
affect the economy. Sen.or intelligence official mun worry about Russia exposing U.S.espionage operations in retaliation

And so with five weeks to go , the White House is , for now , letting events unfold . On one
side, U.S. law -enforcement agencies are scrambling to uncover the extent of the Russian
operation , counter it and harden the country's election infrastructure. On tae other , a
murky network of Russian hackers and their assusciates is stepping up the pace of leaks of
stolen documents designed to affect public opinions and gtvr the impression that the
plertion is vulnerable, including emails from the computers of the Democratic National
Committee (DNC ) . Meanwhile, the FBI alerted all so states to the danger in mid -August,
ard the states have delivered evidence of a significant number of new intrusions into
their election systems that the bureau and their colleagues at the Department of
Homeland Security are still trying to understand . " a department official tells TIME

All of which makes Donald Trump's repeated insertion of himself into the US -Russia
story all the more startling . Trump has praised Putin during the campaign, and at the
first presidential debate on Sept. 26, he said it wasn't clear the Russians were behind the
DNC hack. But the U.S. intelligence community has " high confidence that Russian
inzelligence services were in fact responsible , multiple intelligence and national security
officials tell TIME. Trump was informed of that assessinent during a recent classified
inzelligence briefing , a L.S. official familiar with thematter telis TIME. " Itonut
comment on information I receive in intelligence briefings, however nowknows with
definitive certainty that this was in fact Russia , " Trump told TIME in a statement " It may
be , but it may also be China, another country or individual. "

Russia's interferenee in the U.S. election is an extraordinary escalation of already
worrying trend. Over the past 212years , Russia has executed a westward march of
election meddling through cyberspace , starting in the states of the former Soviet Union
and moving toward the North Atlantic . " On a regular basis they ta to influence elerin
in Europe ," President Obama told NRC News on July : 26 . With Russia estat lishing
beachheuds in the U.S. at least since April, otfirials werty that in the final works of the
campaign the Russian este capability could be used to fiddle with voter rolls , election .
reporting isstems and the media , resulting in confusion that could cast a st adow over
heith the next President and the democratic process .

Obama's derision not to call out the Russian spionage operation has so far left the effort
to educate Americans about it to lawmakers and national- security experts . On Sept. 22 .
the ranking Democrats on the Senate and House Intelligence Committees, California's
Senator Dianne Feinstein and Representative Adam Schiff, released an unusually blunt
statement. “Based on briefings we have received , we have concluded that the Russian

2017 9/30/2016 3:25 PM
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What Really Happened at Donald Trump's

Intelligence Briefing

EXHIBIT t .
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What body language' is Trump talking about ? * 10
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